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A.L.I.C.E: After Pinokio, the story goes on!
National Foundation Carlo Collodi’s perspective
Summary of contents
This issue introduces the presentation of one important partner, the Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi
(National Carlo Collodi Foundation), and its perspective on the project. This partner is particularly important
because the previous project “PINOKIO” (COMENIUS-LLP) was the springboard for the development of
ALICE’s concept.
The FNCC presents its institutional track-record as well as some recent projects. Furthermore, a focus is
introduced on the progress of activities within the networked learning activities “ALICE advanced course”,
which are successfully entering the second month of implementation.
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FNCC: An introduction
FNCC team
The Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi (National Carlo Collodi Foundation) is a non profit organisation (by
Decree of the President of the Republic nr. 1313/1962). Since then FNCC has been promoting literature,
children's books, reading, research and art on local, national and international level, as well as implementing
activities of formal and non formal education for children and adults, in different environments and ways, that
is ... READ THE FULL ARTICLE

FNCC focus on own developed projects and their connections with ALICE (1): the
“P.IN.O.K.I.O” project
FNCC team

“P.IN.O.K.I.O. – Pupils for INnOvation as a Key to Intercultural and social inclusiOn” uses children's stories
and their characters from various European and non European cultures to help children acquire basic skills
and competences that promote creativity, innovation and intercultural dialogue, with a focus on combating
social exclusion. The main target groups are pupils attending preschool and primary school.... READ THE
FULL ARTICLE

FNCC focus on own developed projects and their connnections with ALICE (2):
“Pinocchio re-imagines the world: towards a sustainable energy”
FNCC team
“Pinocchio re-imagines the world: towards a sustainable energy” is a three-year long project on
environmental education and sustainability, designed for children attending the third, fourth and fifth year in
primary school, to be developed under the supervision of their teachers and with the participation of the
whole family at home. The project has three topics: recycling, energy and sustainability in everyday ethical
household choices.… READ THE FULL ARTICLE

ALICE: A common vision on the beginning of training activities.
Isabella Belcari and Juliana Raffaghelli
September 10, 2012 is the starting date of the ALICE online Trainers’ course, a core activity in our project.
The trainers are those people who, at the end of the course, are expected to ideate the various activities to
be piloted in the partner countries, organize and lead them. The course aims to create a community of
professionals that learn from the tutors and from each other, in a learning environment that is 100% virtual.
This aspect is clearly an asset for the project: the possibility of sharing contribution.… READ THE FULL
ARTICLE
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Networked Learning as part of the ALICE transnational educational approach: the
Education Coordinators’ perspective
Juliana Raffaghelli

The use of new technologies in education and training, its added value for qualitative and innovative learning
and its contribution to attracting groups at risk of exclusion are an increasingly important issue for several
national and transnational agendas. In fact, the use of the technologies to support education has produced a
revolution with regard to the ways in which teachers and learners used to interact. As a consequence, new
field of studies in education has emerged.… READ THE FULL ARTICLE
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Full Article 1
FNCC: an introduction
Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi
as implementing activities of formal and non
formal education for children and adults, in
different environments and ways, that is:

Collodi, a historical
village in Tuscany

- in Pinocchio Park and in the Park’s LibraryMuseum, in the Historical Garzoni Garden
and in the Collodi Butterfly House, in
temporary or travelling exhibitions: activities
based on the connections among literature,
visual art and the visitor's imagination. The
proposal of reading and interpreting literature
through visual art in Pinocchio Park is made
both by mean of autonomous visits (with the
help of specific leaflets) and of guided visits
if requested. Didactic workshops, school
contests and storytelling are the main
proposals
to
children
(age
4-14);
- with congresses, lectures, researches and
essays on Carlo Collodi and themes that are
connected to his life and work (literature both
for
children
or
adults,
journalism,
Comparatistics,
Sociology,
Arts
and
architecture, Linguistics, Pedagogics),

An organization for children's culture
The Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi
(National Carlo Collodi Foundation) is a non
profit organisation by Decree of the President
of the Republic nr. 1313 y. 1962. Since then
FNCC has been promoting literature,
children's books, reading, art and research on
local, national and international level, as well
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- on specific request, the Collodi Foundation
has organized seminars (from half-day to
week long) for in-service training (of teachers
mainly) or university courses. Main theme:
Carlo Collodi, Italian and world children's
literature.

Why Collodi
Collodi, a small village in north-west Tuscany
where the Collodi Foundation has its seat and
built up the Pinocchio Park, might seem a
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secluded place for an institution to choose it
as venue of a rich cultural activity. Yet there
is a specific connection between the
Foundation activities and the place, that
cannot be ignored and makes the difference
between Collodi and any otherwise pivotal
geographical or cultural crossroad.
In Collodi Carlo Lorenzini (1826-1890) – the
author of the book The Adventures of
Pinocchio (1883) – actually spent his
childhood. Later as a professional of literature
and journalism he chose the name of this
place to state his identity: from 1856 on he
signed his works (including Pinocchio) as
“Carlo Collodi”. That is why during post-2nd
World War hard times in Collodi a group of
citizens - scholars, journalists, artists,
professionals in education, literature-lovers,
mostly yet not only of local origin - decided
to lay the basis of a non profit activity which
would keep and develop the cultural heritage
of Carlo Collodi in our times, for Italy and the
whole world.
In the 1950s Collodi’s masterpiece Le
Avventure di Pinocchio (=The Adventures of
Pinocchio) was already a worldwide known
story, both in its original version and in many
adaptations, such as the Disney’s one.
The original idea was that of keeping up
Pinocchio as a model of artistic, literary
quality and moral values for children first,
and for adults as well: that led to building and
developing Pinocchio Park as a park of art
and architecture, with some of the best Italian
artists and architects involved in its making.
Since its first opening in 1956 the park has
hosted about 9.000.000 visitors, about 25%
from abroad.
Later on, the many values that underlay the
story and the transcultural, transgenerational
love its protagonist arises all over the world
showed the potential of Pinocchio as a
testimonial to popularize various themes of
educational or social relevance - and
education was also a main concern in Carlo
Collodi’s final years, as a writer of
schoolbooks for the newly founded national
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Italian primary school.
FNCC from children’s
educational projects

literature

to

The National Carlo Collodi Foundation
derives from a Committee for a National
Monument to Pinocchio that was established
in the early 1950s. Up to then, just two small
stone tablets – one on the house where
Lorenzini was born in Florence, the other one
on the house where the writer’s mother was
born in Collodi - would remind and celebrate
to Italy and to the world Carlo Collodi, author
of a worldwide renowned masterpiece.
Pinocchio and his adventures were considered
the best mean to show children - and remind
adults – that literature is so beautiful, and that
it deserves attention, with the final aim to
encourage reading. Also, Carlo Lorenzini was
to be affirmed as a great writer and journalist,
the importance of his work still to be
discovered and popularized.
Yet the many “lives” of Pinocchio, his
characteristic to change and remain the same,
little by little qualified him as an archetype of
our times, and a global one. As such, it can
convey - under different shapes and in
different contexts - different messages, best of
all if they are of educational or social
relevance. Just to name the main activities the
Collodi Foundation implemented:
- from 1998 on: yearly national contest for
schoolchildren with a theme of social or
educational relevance, with thousands of
participants every year;
- 1999: campaign against smoke addressed to
early teens;
- 2002-2003: “Hunting for Pinocchio”, a
project in cooperation with the Italian Touring
Club to encourage children aged 6 to 11 to
discover interesting places of their town or
their vacation places with a connection with
Pinocchio;
- 2007: on occasion of the raising of the tallest
ever wooden Pinocchio (16 mt h.) in Collodi,
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a petition was launched on the spot and on the
Foundation website on the theme of
children’s rights, to claim the permanent
inclusion of the UNO Convention on the
Rights of the Child in the EU Constitutional
treaty;
- 2008: the Collodi Foundation joined the
Anna Lindh Foundation and its campaign
“1001 Actions for Dialogue” with its national
school contest;
- 2009: ideation and implementation of the
first primary school interregional campaign
“Pinocchio fa la differenza (Pinocchio makes
the difference)” to teach schoolchildren from
primary schools (aged 8-9) reasons and ways
of domestic waste collection, a campaign that
lasted 9 months during school year 20092010, with 1000 pupils from 24 small towns
in central Italy involved. This campaign is
now to its 4th edition with children aged 8-9,
while those aged 9-10 implement the project
“Pinocchio saves energy” on energy
efficiency and renewable energy;
- 2009-2011: ideation and implementation of
the
Comenius
multilateral
project
“P.IN.O.K.I.O. – Pupils for Innovation as a
Key to Intercultural and Social Inclusion” on
intercultural dialogue via children’s stories
and characters;

With this background, the Collodi Foundation
joined the ALICE project partnership with the
role of expert in children’s literature issues, a
basic element of intergenerational dialogue.
Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi’s Team

Angelina Orzali, Carlo
Collodi’s mother: she was
born and raised in Collodi

Carlo Collodi in a caricature

- 2010: the success of “Pinocchio makes the
difference” (also partner of SEE-Sustainable
Energy Europe) lead to the signature of a
cooperation protocol with EESC-European
Economic and Social Committee for
campaigns to a carbon free society with
Pinocchio as testimonial;
2011:
proposal,
approval
and
implementation of the Comenius multilateral
project “ARTinED-a new approach to
Education using the Art”, on the use of artistic
languages a mean of learning and
communication transversal to primary school
curriculum.
Surfing the Virtual Library in Pinocchio Park
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Full Article 2
FNCC focus on own developed projects and the linkages with ALICE (1): the
“P.IN.O.K.I.O” project
Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi

(The Collodi Butterfly House and Pinocchio Park in Collodi, Italy)

Introduction
To make clearer what kind of work the
Collodi Foundation is carrying on around
Pinocchio as model and a testimonial in
today’s world of educational activities and
programmes, we would like to introduce
here two recent examples. The former is a
Comenius multilateral project which the
Collodi Foundation successfully proposed for
financing: P.IN.O.K.I.O.; the latter is a
national project the Foundation ideated and
developed for an interregional pool of
primary schools: “Pinocchio re-imagines the
world: towards a sustainable energy”.
“P.IN.O.K.I.O. – Pupils for INnOvation as
a Key to Intercultural and social
inclusiOn” uses children's stories and their
characters from various European and non
European cultures to help children acquire
basic skills and competences that promote
creativity, innovation and intercultural
dialogue, with a focus on combating social
exclusion. The main target groups are pupils
attending preschool and primary school. The
piloting took place in 4 European countries
(Italy,
Portugal,
United
Kingdom,
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Switzerland), and involved directly 64
teachers and 837 pupils. The project materials
and methodology are now available as an online resource for teachers in training at the
University of Venice “Ca’ Foscari”.
This new approach to narratives for children
in an intercultural and multicultural
perspective also aims to develop some of the
EU-recommended 8 key competences among
schoolchildren, and to the creation of an
innovative teaching methodology for teachers'
training, which includes a wide use of 2.0
web tools.
Characters from children’s stories selected by
the Project Scientific Committee are its
resource, while technology becomes a tool for
communication and learning among trainers,
teachers,
children
and
parents.
A
constructivist learning approach has been
adopted for the production of the on-line tools
that allow children and teachers to adapt and
manipulate stories to foster creativity and
learning. The methodology created to support
innovation and inclusion incorporates web 2.0
tools, thereby facilitating the processes of
interpretation, appropriation and creation.
Such tools are easy and simple to use, and
they enhance exchanges among single users
Adults Learning for Intergenerational
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and group as well. The project main blog has
worked as a learning environment where
teachers and children could tell what
happened in class and in their inner world.
EU
key
competences
fostered
by
P.IN.O.K.I.O.:
KC1. Communication in the mother tongue;
KC5. Learning to learn;
KC6. Social and civic competences;
KC7. Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship;
KC8. Cultural awareness and expression.
Main project activities and outcomes
- Training for school-teacher trainers: training
of experts at the use of P.IN.O.K.I.O. methods
and tools. These experts then trained school
teachers during the project implementation
phase.
- Training of school teachers: a blended
learning approach has been used in the this
training, which included 6 hours of on-site
training and on-line activities. Teachers have
been trained in the use of P.IN.O.K.I.O.
online tools, along with management of
Intercultural Workshops and Creativity Labs
to organise activities for children.
Online Tools & Educational Programme: an
educational environment, blogs with the
inclusion of podcast, movies and audio ebooks have been ideated and developed by the
University of Venice “Ca' Foscari”– CIRDFA
to facilitate the acquisition of key
competences and develop ICT skills among
both pupils and teachers. The Educational
programme has been developed in
cooperation by the partnership in order to
support the target groups in the learning
process.
Intercultural workshops
This activity is targeted to children and their
parents, with a specific focus on those who
have a migrant background. Children’s stories
have been a starting point to share convivial
moments, story-telling and re-creating, music,
DIY workshops etc to be reworked and shared
via the project’s blog, school events and any
other mean identified as suitable by the
teachers and the pupils.
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Creativity Labs
This activity is targeted at children, with the
specific aim to foster skills connected with
creativity and sense of initiative. They take
place in a dedicated school time, during
which pupils coordinated by their teachers
create games, e-books, videos, dramas,
musical shows, to be shared via the project’s
blog, school events and any other mean
identified as suitable by the teachers and the
pupils. The starting point is always narratives
for children.
Children's Stories and Character list,
Glossary, Best practices are three documents
from the project’s Scientific Committee that
provide a starting point to build a
P.IN.O.K.I.O. activity in a pre-primary or
primary school. They provide: a list of stories
and characters widely known in one or more
than one culture, with suggestions to connect
stories with the key competences they might
enhance; a clarification on the terms, concept
and issues that are considered relevant or at
risk of misunderstanding for the making of a
P.IN.O.K.I.O activity; a basic analysis of the
piloting experiences and the collection of
advices or warnings derived from the project
piloting experiences.
Project Promoter:
Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi
Project Partners:
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (Greece)
University of Madeira (Portugal)
CIRDFA-University of Venice “Ca’ Foscari”
(Italy)
The
International
Yehudi
Menuhin
Foundation (Belgium)
The Mosaic Art & Sound (United Kingdom)
SEED
Association
(silent
partner,
Switzerland)
OCI_Officina Creativa Interculturale (silent
partner, Italy)
Supporter: EACEA
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Full Article 3
FNCC focus on own developed projects and the linkages with ALICE (2):
“Pinocchio re-imagines the world: towards a sustainable energy”
Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi

“Pinocchio reimagines the
world:
towards a
sustainable
energy” is a
three-year long
project on
environmental
education and
sustainability.
It is designed for children attending the third,
fourth and fifth year in primary school, to be
developed under the supervision of their
teachers and with the participation of the
whole family at home.
The project has three topics: recycling, energy
and sustainability in everyday ethical
household choices.
First level: PINOCCHIO MAKES THE
DIFFERENCE
Second
level:
PINOCCHIO
SAVES
ENERGY
Third level: PINOCCHIO IMPROVES THE
ENVIRONMENT
Each level involves about 1000 pupils every
year, from 24 towns and villages located
between two regions: Tuscany and Emily, a
mainly mountainous territory where a
partnership of local administrations jointly
established COSEA Ambiente SpA, in order
to make a more effective and less expensive
waste collection and management.
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The project is official Partner of the SEE
Campaign, and is part of the strategy of the
Italian Ministry for the Environment, Land
and Sea
Pinocchio re-imagines the world: towards a
sustainable energy aims to promote and raise
awareness about urban solid waste collection
and recycling among children. Pinocchio is
the project testimonial, as he appeals to
children’s imagination, and identifies a
positive image of waste recycling. The action
is targeted to primary school 3rd form pupils,
their teachers and families, and to
municipalities, organisations in charge of
urban waste management as well.
Activities in the project framework are:
creative workshops and e-learning activities
supported by the use of an especially created
school diary and a website. The function of
the school diary as an educational tool, to be
enhanced in this function by its coordination
with a specifically structured website, is the
basic innovative feature of the project. No
new book or didactic tool is needed: just a
new shape of what children already use at
school and home, every day.
In school year 2009-2010, 2010-2011
participants have learnt the need and acquired
basic skills for waste reduction, collection and
recycling. This pilot project takes place on an
area of 24 municipalities between Tuscany
and Emilia (Italy). Its mechanism is structured
Adults Learning for Intergenerational
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to possibly repeat and extend it on national or
European level. At the end of this phase,
youth leadership will be fostered by using
some of the children’s work to promote waste
collection and reduction in the towns where
those children live, and by appointing some
pupils from each school as Young Green
Ambassadors as well.
In school year 2011-2012, a project on
sustainable energy has been implemented as
an evolution of the previous activity. It is be
focused on awareness in the use of energy by
pupils and their families at school and at
home, on a national or wider level.
Furthermore, some pupils will be appointed as
Young Energy Ambassadors of their school.
Energy related results of the project are: to
extend waste collection; to increase reuse of
obsolete products or production of materials
from waste; to increase citizens’ awareness
about component materials and packaging of
products, as well as about sustainable energy
(energy efficiency, energy savings), in order
to make citizens more selective in their
purchasing decisions and choices; to reduce
urban waste management costs and CO2
emission in general.
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Expected environmental impact is: lower
percentage of waste disposal by dumping or
incineration, the latter with consequent
lowered CO2 and other harmful emissions;
increased recovery of resources from waste,
instead of environment exploitation to obtain
raw materials.
Project Promoters:
Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi, Cosea
Ambiente SpA
Co-Supporter:
Monte dei Paschi di Siena Bank Foundation
Patronages:
Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea;
Ministry of Education, University and
Research; Regional Administration of
Tuscany; Regional Administration of Emilia
Romagna; Provincial Administration of
Pistoia;
Provincial
Administration
of
Bologna; Municipality of Pescia; Bologna –
Emilia Romagna ATO 5; Central Tuscany
ATO for Waste Management.

.
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Article 4
A common vision on the beginning of training activities.

Isabella Belcari and Juliana Raffaghelli

September 10, 2012 is the starting date of the
ALICE online Trainers’ course, a core
activity in our project. The trainers are those
people who, at the end of the course, are
expected to ideate the various activities to be
piloted in the partner countries, organize and
lead them. The course aims to create a
community of professionals that learn from
the tutors and from each other, in a learning
environment that is 100% virtual. This aspect
is clearly an asset for the project: the
possibility of quickly sharing multimedia
contributions from distant actors. Yet learning
in a completely on-line activity is for many a
novelty, as a blended (both on-line and inpresence) learning is likely to be the most
frequently experienced mode. Hence some
puzzling issues: will the fear of technology
lessen the students’ motivation and course
efficiency? Will it be possible to keep
teachers’ and learners’ motivation up and
their activities at pace while never seeing each
other and having such a distant (in any sense)
communication? How is it going to be
managed the possible difference in
competence and knowledge of the
participants, who have many common
features yet very different backgrounds and
motivations?
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As the project Scientific coordinator, prof.
Umberto Margiotta, wrote in his greeting
message, the project and specifically the
trainers’ course “is a space that is to be filled
with the treasure of your knowledge as adults’
educators, with our conversations and
reflections about new practices that are about
to come out from our joint effort. Needless to
say, I consider you the central piece of the
pedagogical innovations ALICE is willing to
implement”.
The key to the effective implementation of
such a course is basically participation and
reflection on practices. Though there are still
such roles as tutor and pupils, in such a
context
competences, knowledge and
experience from every participants have to be
shared and reworked, with a strongly active
attitude from everyone and a constant
confrontation by sharing, in order to build
new knowledge, skills and tools.
Quoting prof. Margiotta again, “this is the
challenge we have to face as educators: we
can no longer propose learning experiences
where a “recipe” is to be delivered, as if our
learners’ brains were an empty vessel to be
poured with the knowledge we decide to be
essential for their lives. Instead, we need to
discover informal spaces where people learn,
and help them to discover, to become aware,
of their own knowledge and skills, supporting
them in understanding how to keep enriching
themselves”.
Many people who are now adults have a
completely different experience of learning:
mono-directional from teacher to pupils, for
instance, with a very small amount of
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cooperation and initiative involved. As
Juliana Raffaghelli, education Coordinator
from University of Venice “Ca’ Foscari”
wrote on the education coordinators’ forum,
the course mode and environment is not
simply a way to replace expensive and
complicate-to-organize in-presence activities,
it is a way more to “stimulate students to
"feel" in a common space; … to remember
that we share a common, European space of
practice and reflection. [It is true that] people
are more afraid of technologies that they
should... perhaps many of us grew up in a
culture of control and touching and trying which is the requirement in a technological
environment - is not in our blood. We are
terrified with the idea of making a mistake”,
and yet again, the participation to a
community can open a way out to more
awareness and capability, by finding help in
more experienced colleagues, as Teresa Dello
Monaco, educational coordinator from The
Mosaic Art & Sound, pointed out.
It is to be said that the technical tools the
educational environment requires to use are
very easy ones: no professional ICT skills are
to be acquired in order to access the various
sections, to take part in a forum, to post own
messages to it, fill up forms, download or
upload files. The learner’s attention can be, as
it should, mostly focused on the subject of the
intergenerational learning experiences, that is
the general issue the 7 course Learning Units
aim to develop.
Keeping a pace is often a matter of
motivation, of feeling that what we are doing
is relevant not just for us: this issue has been
raised among educational coordinators, and it
is unanimously considered that constant
monitoring and feedback from tutors is a
basic feature to keep up the “spirit” of
participation. Besides, face to face meetings
in local in-training groups – as advised by
Nektarios
Moumoutzis,
educational
coordinator for Chania Technical University,
on the basis of his professional experience are highly recommended in order to check
otherwise than in the on-line environment
what is going on in the learning experience
and how trainers are getting on with the
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course, to focus on possible interventions and
encourage the participants to go on if they are
experiencing a motivation drop.
The first Learning Unit has formally ended on
October 7, yet it continues as trainers are still
trying their final assessments and most of all
writing down their logs. Some important
feedbacks are going to come from that side,
and it is as well a good moment to organize
again (after the awareness sessions) face-toface local meetings with our trainers and
listen to their experiences.

The Education Coordinators Voices…
Prof. Margiotta’s opening message generated
some of the following reactions from the
National Education Coordinators, which
shaped a picture of the challenge ALICE first
activities represent for ALICE’s educational
team.
Times of Crisis and the value of ALICE as
educational Project
Times of crisis are times of opportunities and
we are facing one of the biggest crisis at
planetary level. We can call these expanded
financial and climate crises an opportunity to
transition to fairer, cleaner, wiser, more
sustainable forms of human development.
We may ask: "What is the means that change
a society?"
The answer is: education.
Education means understanding, growth,
evolution. Especially, as you wrote, when we
create opportunities for a real learning, one
that is not just a transfer of notions, but when
knowledge and truths are discovered from
within ourselves, and where notions are only
means, elements to be used among others, not
the target of education.
In a sense, the true essence of education is to
be found in the term 'education' itself. From
Latin ex - e ducāre, from dux , to bring out
(from inside).
I hope that our little/big A.L.I.C.E. nucleus of
shared experiences of growth will bring forth
many educational moments conveying new
knowledge and some spark of wisdom.
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[Teresa Dello Monaco]
ALICE project educational impact: as circles
in water after a stone has been thrown in it
ALICE project recalls the image of circles in
water after a stone has been thrown in it.
This online course is the moment when the
concepts and tools the ALICE partnership
theorized or planned meet the proof of the
shared activities with those who will interpret
such proposals, integrate them with their own
visions and experiences, then use the
knowledge and competence that is the result
of all that in various life contexts. It is an
exciting moment, though we are all aware
that this project is but a small contribution in
the framework of a crisis as the one we are
experiencing now.
Yet, it is a meaningful action, whose potential
is not to be underestimated. In my mind the
ALICE project recalls the image of circles in
water after a stone has been thrown in it:
first the partnership discussed principles,
means and aims of the project; then a
physical structure and detailed contents were
created for it, and that brought additional
ideas and competences in; now the trainers
who follow the online course are starting an
interactive learning process that is also going
to change and enrich the original ideas and
tools; then the trainers are going to help
mobilize volunteers’ energies towards
different activities with different kind of
people, and I am sure those contexts will also
bring new precious additions to the picture...
It is somewhat hard to see who is the main
beneficiary, who is that is giving and who is
taking. In such a process we all are virtually
beneficiaries AND givers, and it is a process
that could expand unpredictably wide, just
like circles in the water.
Coming to the specific contribution of the
Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi: telling
tales that educate, sharing them between
adults and young, is our mission from the
start, so that A.L.I.C.E also reflects what we
are. The Fondazione Nazionale Carlo Collodi
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exists because its founders and their followers
believe that some stories when shared do
shape a culture, include, unite, bring potential
out of the people, for themselves and for their
community – and Pinocchio, the core of our
work since the 1950's, is an utmost example of
this. [Isabella Belcari]
Alice project: a footprint
The globalized world is likely to establish
human life only on economic aspects,
neglecting the principles and values that are
the basis of solidarity and civil society. This,
however, is crucial if we want to deal with
determination the biggest question of the
century or perhaps the millennium that we are
going to take: education. The educational
process needs a project that has its
foundation in history, in daily life.
Who plays the role of educator knows that it's
nice to educate, educate is to cultivate a
"hope wise", but education is also difficult in
a world that changes so quickly, a world in
which everyone must be aware of their
responsibilities.
We think that in this perspective Alice can
leave a footprint. [Elena Zambianchi]
Isabella Belcari is MA in Literature, has been working
as in charge of Cultural Activities at the Collodi
Foundation since 1993. Her tasks include library
management, activity planning and coordination,
editing, communication. ALICE is her second EU
project, after P.IN.O.K.I.O.

Juliana Raffaghelli gained her PhD in Educational
Sciences from the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
(2010). She has been project manager in several LLP
and Europaid Projects (Europe, South America, Turkey
and the Balkans) concerning teachers’ initial and
continuing training, teacher training models in multicultural environments, and the impact of mobility on
teachers’ professional identity and related teachers’
effectiveness. She has also worked on instructional
design and the design of virtual learning environments
for teacher exchanges as well as real and virtual
international mobility for teachers, in the context of
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Article 5
Networked Learning as part of the ALICE educational approach: the
Education Coordinators’ perspective

Juliana Raffaghelli

The use of new technologies in education and
training, its added value for qualitative and
innovative learning and its contribution to
attracting groups at risk of exclusion are an
increasingly important issue for several
national and transnational agendas. In fact, the
use of the technologies to support education
has produced a revolution with regard to the
ways in which teachers and learners used to
interact. As a consequence, new field of
studies in education has emerged.
Initially referred to as distance education, or
distance learning, the focus was put on the
delivering of content through the use of
technological facilities, mostly on individual
basis. As the denomination of the field of
studies indicated, the main dimension was the
idea of teaching to students who are not
physically present in a traditional educational
setting such as a classroom. As Anderson and
Dron (2011) explain in a recent paper, the
innovation with regard to the idea of
ubiquitous learning, was integrated later with
the idea of communicating in an
asynchronous way. With the development of
research on the field, a new discussion on the
pedagogical innovations was opened. In fact,
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the focus was put not only on the way
traditional teaching could be supported by
technologies, but how technologies made
possible to communicate in different ways,
supporting more dialogue and peer-learning
as well as personalized approaches to
learning. A new conception of learning with
the use of technologies, (that we prefer to
adhere to) emerged: that of networked
learning.
Networked learning has been
defined as:
learning in which information and
communication technology … is used to
promote connections: between one learner
and other learners, between learners and
tutors; between a learning community and its
learning resources (Goodyear et al., 2004, p.
1).
We will use this approach to our educational
activities within the course ALICE
considering also the vast experience of
CISRE-UNIVIRTUAL in delivering online
courses of advanced training for teachers and
trainers.
In implementing the first educational
activities foreseen within ALICE, the first
issue among Education Coordinators and also
with trainers (the learners of the ALICE
eLearning course), was to analyze some
theoretical and technical aspects regarding the
“channel” of communication: the networked
learning
approach.
Furthermore,
the
discussion aimed to emphasize the many
opportunities that Networked Learning could
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generate, being an important chance to allow
people across several European countries to
take part on a same educational experience
We collected some meaningful thoughts from
Education Coordinators, that carry on very
important concepts regarding the issue of
networked learning as part of ALICE
approach.
I think that learning is a social activity, and elearning means that powerful and enduring
learning experiences can be achieved, not just
through content, but through the use of online
communities and networks (BB)
One thing which can carry you on and
motivate you in study is the enthusiasm and
positive feelings towards what we are doing
together from teachers and colleagues (IB)
As well as the capability of teachers to
change pace or contents or delivering mode
in a quick way, according to the explicit or
implicit feedback from learners (IB)
I learned that support is needed to be given to
learners constantly as many questions arise
during the lessons. That is why the role of a
tutor is crucial for the success of the course
(RI)
Use the ILAP (Information, Learning,
Assessment, Personalization) framework (…)
really well structures the course. (RI)

[NM]
…I
have
also
been
involved
as
eTutor/eInstructor: both in synchronous
classes (e.g. videoconference-lessons for a
distance learning university in Colombia) and
in synchronous courses (e.g. a course using
Moodle about ICT in cultural heritage for
professional. The most difficult thing was:
motivate the students and give useful feedback
to all the discussions going on in the course:
very time consuming!
About ALICE: Honestly, it is a challenge! we
will have participants from all over Europe,
most of them not English mother tongue. But I
am looking forward to start the battle! (IR)
I think that the idea of using eLearning
within the A.L.I.C.E. project framework has
been a positive choice and not only for
providing the opportunity to learn without
travelling. I believe that the special
interaction that we can create in our learning
community, over time, can lead to creativity
and freedom that might open space to deep
communication and learning.
And... it's good to overcome the fear of our
limited knowledge of the use of technology
with the help of experienced partners: one of
the many positive outcomes of European
projects... [TDM]

I understand the great asset that instant
delivering
of
contents
or
instant
communication of ideas and experiences in
multimedia way to a great number of people
that are potentially scattered all around the
planet offers in a learning experience; I hope
that the difference in our entry level in this
experience will not affect our work group (IB)

As Barbara B. says, we are trying to promote
a way of learning that goes beyond the sole
"content" management and increasing
knowledge. We are trying to create the basis
for innovative practice, and we hope (that is
better than just "hypothesize") that this
learning space will be the way to strengthen
the links between different institutions with
different background (us) and different
trainers (our learners).

The adoption of eLearning in our project is
extremely important and if appropriately
combined with face to face communication
within our groups of trainers in each country
(physical contact is irreplaceable, I believe)
can be really effective and mind opening.

Isabella B. continues the sense of Barbara: the
effective factor of learning is sharing, and
sharing for doing something meaningful. And
when you see the other and have the time to
exchange not only knowledge but mainly
emotions and feelings about practice (like
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passion for what you do) everything becomes
stronger. Well, theory says that it is somehow
possible to do this through eLearning
environments. I have had positive experiences
(as the more expert colleagues in eLearning
think had, like Nektarios, Raluca and Isa R.),
but also negative ones.
As Raluca points out, support is crucial. It is
not natural to experience a relationship
through a screen. So we have to create the
effect Isabella B. was claiming for, and we
have to do it recalling people "we are here". It
is a rather symbolic and very imaginative
thing. Moreover, Isabella R. expressed, from
her solid experience, the challenge that a
group of trainers from different languages
(and learning cultures!) represent.
But, as all the education coordinators
manifested, there’s no other way to share
across frontiers the sense of being part for a
common
enterprise:
the
educational
innovations ALICE is claiming for!
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So, here we go…
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